SUMMARY PRESS RELEASE
Lyon, November 17th 2015

SOLUTRANS 2015: THE OPEN ROAD AWAITS!
An unmissable event for the truck industry, SOLUTRANS, the exhibition for Road and
Urban Transport professionals (from November 17th to 21st 2015 at Lyon Eurexpo), is
opening, positioning itself as the international hub for innovation and Information on the
most relevant and appropriate solutions in the industry.
Nearly 900 exhibitors and brands (23 % of whom are from abroad) and around 37,000
visitors (15 % international) are waiting there for you !
AN EXHIBITION REPRESENTING A MAJOR SECTOR FOR THE FRENCH ECONOMY
SOLUTRANS is the only event in France bringing together all representatives from the road
and urban transport sector: manufacturers of industrial and commercial vehicles, trailers,
semi-trailers and more; bodybuilders, equipment suppliers, tyres... In a sensitive context,
with a slight recovery on the horizon, the exhibition shows the dynamism of the sector and
its stakeholders in terms of innovation and environmental efficiency.
A PLACE FOR NETWORKING AND INNOVATION
A place for reflecting on and networking about the solutions and major themes of the future,
SOLUTRANS 2015 offers many events designed for 360° market coverage:
- A TV studio with many programmes (broadcast on the exhibition’s YouTube channel) on
subjects related to the environment, from the standardisation of special vehicles to
training, maintenance and even refrigerated transport with Transfrigoroute, celebrating
45 years of the ATP ;
- A conference entitled "The outlook for raw materials in 2015/2020" dealing with issues
related to raw materials both technologically and in terms of cost of supply ;
- The fourth meeting of the industrial and urban vehicle sector that will report on the
industry’s missions and priorities, and the prospects for infrastructures and gas products.
GROUND-BREAKING EVENTS
SOLUTRANS welcomes all transport solutions and is hosting many unique events:
- The CAPEB light utility vehicle space involves builders, bodybuilders and equipment
suppliers ;
- A Training Centre, run by the FFC and many partners (Lyon Rectory, the AFTRAL, Road
Safety...), highlighting careers in bodywork and transport ;
- The SOLUTRANS gala evening on Thursday 19th November, celebrating 170 years of the
FFC.

HIGHLIGHTING INNOVATION
The widely recognised expertise of its exhibitors allows SOLUTRANS to focus more than ever
on innovation in its 2015 edition. This is brought to life through:
- The 150 new innovations presented by the exhibitors ;
- The Innovation Awards Transport Solutions, organised by the Lyon Chamber of
Commerce ;
- And for the first time, the presentation of 3 internationally recognised awards:
International Truck of the Year, International Van of the Year and the International
Pick-Up Award, for the truck, LCV and Pickup categories respectively.
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SOLUTRANS: BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER FOR DISCOVERY AND NETWORKING
The road and urban transport sector is making SOLUTRANS 2015 the mouthpiece for all its
accomplishments - while also being a point of departure for the future. A real showcase of
an event, SOLUTRANS welcomes all transport solutions and hosts many original meetings:
- The fourth meeting of the industrial and urban vehicle sector takes stock of the issues in
the sector through:
o Presenting priority tasks and themes for 2015-2018 as well as targeted actions by Eric
Poyeton, Managing Director of the Platform for the Automotive Industry (PFA);
o A round table entitled "CNG, a concrete solution!" and hosted by GRDF, Equilibre,
CityLogistics and GNVolontaire.
Date: Tuesday 17th November 2015 from 4pm to 5:30pm - Mezzanine room 3 (entrance to the
exhibition)

- A conference entitled "The outlook for raw materials in 2015/2020"
Organised by the French Federation of Bodywork, the conference deals with issues
related to raw materials, both technologically and in terms of the cost of supply, in a
number of ways:
o

Metals
and
raw
materials:
trends
and
macroeconomic
approaches.
Speaker: Mattia Pellegini - Head of Unit "Effectiveness of resources and raw materials" DG
Grow, European Commission.
o Aluminum: technologies and costs.
Speaker : Hervé Vericel – Global Commercial Director, Saint-Jean Industries
o Plastics: new "materials solutions", processing methods, innovative products, integration of
recycled plastics...
Speaker : Amaury Cornilleau - Automotive Plastics Group (GPA).
o Rubber: new materials, bodywork sealants, anti-vibration parts and rules to help you buy
better.
Speaker : Bruno Muret - Director of Finance and Communication, National Union of Rubber
and Polymers.
o Procurement strategies: raw materials prices, issues with sourcing internationally.
Speaker : Jean-Paul Mermet - Chairman of the metals benchmarking group, Company of
French Directors and Buyers.
Date: Wednesday 18th November from 3:30pm to 5:30pm - Mezzanine room 3 (entrance to the
exhibition)

-

A TV stage, where discussions and conferences will be held on major issues such as the
environment, maintenance, training and technical developments, namely :
o

o

"Road and urban transport: how to properly recycle vehicles while respecting the
environment?"
Tuesday 17th November - 2:30pm to 3:30pm
"From standardisation to special vehicles: is this development a solution to the crisis?"

o

o
o
o

Wednesday 18th November - 10:00 to 11:00
"Transfrigoroute France celebrates 45 years of the ATP" (Agreement for the Transport of
Perishable Goods)
Wednesday 18th November - 2:30pm to 4:00pm
Training and employment: Should we rethink and develop careers in the truck industry?"
Thursday 19th November - 2:30pm to 3:30pm
"Who should take over maintenance of road and urban vehicles, and how?"
Friday 20th November - 10:00 to 11:00
"Transport: who should pay ecological tax: carriers, shippers or consumers?"
Friday 20th November - 2:30pm to 3:30pm

SOLUTRANS: FUN AND EDUCATIONAL EVENTS
On the agenda during these five days:
- The CAPEB light utility vehicle area, organised for the first time at SOLUTRANS. It brings
together manufacturers, suppliers and bodybuilders.
At the heart of this space, the CAPEB1 and the CNATP2 welcome all craftsmen to their
stand, which proposes a series of workshops on themes like: "stowage and security" and
"more payload for better profitability".
-

Equipment and vehicle demos will be held outside Hall 4 by exhibitors throughout the
show, including an electric bus.

-

The SOLUTRANS gala evening celebrating the 170 years of the FFC. Organised at the
same location as the exhibition, on Thursday 19th November, the evening event
welcomes exhibitors and their VIP guests. An exceptional program is planned for 1500
participants with a gourmet dinner, a light show and musical and dancing entertainment.

-

A Training Centre, designed and facilitated by the French Bodywork Federation (FFC) and
numerous partners (the Lyon Rectory, the AFTRAL, Road Safety, the Compagnons du
Devoir ...) allowing even more networking about jobs and trades in the sector, and their
attractiveness.
There will be a specially designed programme for college students: multiple activities
including an "innovation contest." Each group of students is responsible for putting
together a "report" on companies who have entered the Award for Innovation in
Transport Solutions. This report is then presented and submitted to the jury, to be
considered for the Jury’s Choice Award.

1

CAPEB : Confédération de l'Artisanat et des Petites Entreprises du Bâtiment – The Federation of Small
Enterprise Construction Crasftsmen
2
CNATP : Syndicat National des Artisans des Travaux Publics et du Paysage- The National Union of Public Works
and Landscape Craftsmen

SOLUTRANS: HIGHLIGHTING INNOVATION
With the widely recognised expertise of its exhibitors, SOLUTRANS appears, more than ever,
as a key exhibition for innovation. This positioning is realised through:
- The 8th edition of the Award for Innovation in Transport Solutions, organised by the
Lyon Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Two categories, "Bodybuilders & builders" and
"OEMs" compete for 4 awards: gold, silver, bronze, 2015 new products and services,
"Sustainable Development".
Date and place: Tuesday 17th November 2015 at 19:30 - Lyon Chamber of Commerce and Industry

- And for the first time during SOLUTRANS, 3 internationally recognised awards will be
presented: International Truck of the Year, International Van of the Year and the
International Pick-Up Award: prizes given each year by two expert boards of judges
composed of journalists from leading European specialist media in the truck, LCV and
pickup industries respectively (sold on the European market in the previous 12 months).
Date and place: Tuesday 17th November 2015 at 19:30 - Lyon Chamber of Commerce and Industry

- Finally, more than 150 new products will be presented by exhibitors.
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TUESDAY 17TH NOVEMBER
9.00 - 9.30

Press briefing by Patrick Cholton, Exhibition President
Press office - Hall 4

11.00 - 12.00

Official exhibition opening by Patrick Cholton and institutional
representatives

16.00 - 17.30

4th meeting of the industrial and urban vehicle sector : Industry
challenges
Mezzanine room 3 – exhibition entrance

- The PFA :
- Missions and priorities 2015-2018
Targeted actions for consolidating and developing the sector
Strengths and weaknesses of the commercial vehicle industry
Speakers
Eric Poyeton, CEO of the AFP

- Infrastructure and gas products
Background: state of infrastructures, fleets, biomethane, energy
transition scenario
Round table: NGV, a concrete solution!
o "Balance": a collaborative and cross-disciplinary project, around
French goods road transport, to allow it to regain
competitiveness and profitability while respecting the
environment
o "CityLogistics" is implementing a comprehensive, innovative and
unique way of delivering goods in urban areas, taking into
account environmental constraints and citizens' expectations for
quality of life
o "GNVolontaire" is an initiative that was launched in Summer
2015 in the Rhône-Alpes region by the ADEME and GRDF. It aims
to bring together major players in a region to facilitate the
emergence of the use of CNG and bioNGV
Speakers: GRDF, EQUILIBRE, CITYLOGISTICS, GNVolontaire

19.30 - 23.00

Dinner and Awards Ceremony at the Lyon Chamber of Commerce and
Industry
- The Award for Innovation in Transport Solutions
- International "Truck of the Year"
- International "Van of the Year"
- International Pick-Up Award
Chamber of Commerce and Industry: Place de la Bourse - 69002 Lyon

And on the TV stage…
14.30 - 15.30

"Road and urban transport: how to properly recycle vehicles while
respecting the environment?"
Speakers
François Loor, President of SAS DURISOTTI
Hervé Domas, CEO of ALIAPUR
Lionel Pourcheresse, Director of Carrier products, TRANSICOLD

16.00 - 17.00

"The Truck of the future. How the road transport will change in 2020"
Speakers
Mike Robinson, CEO & Design Director, ED DESIGN

WEDNESDAY 18TH NOVEMBER
15.30 - 17.30

"The 2015/2020 outlook for raw materials"
Mezzanine room 3 - exhibition entrance

-

Metals and
approaches.

raw

materials:

trends

and

macroeconomic

Speaker
Mattia Pellegini - Head of Unit "Effectiveness of resources and raw
materials" DG Grow, European Commission.

-

Aluminum: technologies and costs.
Speaker
Hervé Vericel - Global Commercial Director, Saint-Jean Industries

-

Plastics: new "materials solutions", processing
innovative products, integration of recycled plastics...

methods,

Speaker
Amaury Cornilleau - Automotive Plastics Group (GPA)

-

Rubber: new materials, bodywork sealants, anti-vibration parts
and rules to help you buy better.
Speaker
Bruno Muret - Director of Finance and Communication, National Union
of Rubber and Polymers

-

Procurement strategies: raw materials prices, issues with sourcing
internationally.
Speaker
Jean-Paul Mermet - Chairman of the metals benchmarking group,
Company of French Directors and Buyers

And on the TV stage…
10.00 - 11.00

"From standardisation to special vehicles: is this evolution a solution to
the crisis?"
Speakers
Gilles Baustert, Marketing Director of SCANIA France
A representative from IVECO France
A representative from MERCEDES France

14.30 - 16.00

"Transfrigoroute France celebrates 45 years of the ATP" (Agreement
for the Transport of Perishable Foodstuffs)
Speakers
Christopher Smith, UNECE
Gwenaël Tuet, President, Refrigerated Transport, FFC
André Stumpf, TRANSICOLD CARRIER
Sabine Devienne, MARTIN BROWER
Eric Devin, Vice President, WP11
Gérald Cavalier, CÉMAFROID
Valérie Laserre, Secretary General, TRANSFRIGOROUTE France
Emmanuelle Soubeyran, Head of Food Service (Group II), DGAL

THURSDAY 19TH NOVEMBER
19.30 - 23.00

SOLUTRANS Gala evening (celebrating 170 years of the FFC)
Seated dinner (Hall 3) – by reservation only

And on the TV stage…
14.30 - 15.30

"Training and employment: should we rethink and evolve careers in
the truck sector?"
Speakers
Dominique Petro, Training Manager, FFC
Guillaume Kozubski, Innovation & Heritage Manager, FFC
Jean-Claude Pascual, Aftersales training and product Manager, MAN France
Sophie Guerra, Rhône Alpes Auvergne AFTRAL Development Manager

FRIDAY 20TH NOVEMBER
On the TV stage…
10.00 - 11.00

"Who should take over maintenance of road and urban vehicles and
how?"
Speakers
Jean-François Bernard, Director of GROUPAUTO HGV network in France
Pierre Lussier, Fleet Manager at MERCEDES France
Eric Dodin, Member of Fraikin Management Board in charge of Operations
France, Belux and Switzerland
A representative from MAN France

14.30 - 15.30

"Transport: who should pay the environmental tax: carriers, shippers
or consumers?"
Speakers
Alexis Giret, Director of the CNR
Michael Reul, Secretary General, UPTR
Christian Rose, CEO of the AUTF
Catherine Pons, Vice President of UNOSTRA
Marianne Ollivier-Trigalo, researcher at the IFSTTAR, LVMT (Laboratory for
Cities, Mobility, Transport)

THROUGHOUT THE EXHIBITION:
-

The CAPEB LCV area;
The Training area;
The SOLUTRANS daily news updates on the TV stage;
Equipment and vehicle demonstrations by exhibitors (outside rear zone Hall 4).

Find all this information and more at www.solutrans.eu
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SOLUTRANS 2015
CAREERS, TRAINING … LET’S GO !
SOLUTRANS 2015 (from 17th to 21st November - Lyon Eurexpo) honour the bodywork
trade in a training area of 300sqm designed and facilitated by the French Bodywork
Federation (FFC) and numerous partners (the Lyon education authority, AFTRAL, the Road
Safety Agency, the ‘Compagnons du Devoir’...). On the agenda, a special welcome for
college students, a competition for secondary school students and many activities ... to
help them discover all the opportunities on offer in this sector!
Focus on... an exhibition in action and the different training options, either initial or
continuing, on offer today.

A DEDICATED SPACE … MANY ACTIVITIES
At SOLUTRANS, the training area is lively thanks to the help of many participants.
Activities to attract young people and families
The FFC highlight its new diploma in Bodywork Construction, run through its CFA and the
secondary school at Villeneuve-la-Garenne. The latter takes advantage of the event to show
an old J5 being totally redone by pupils, students and apprentices in Construction Repair.
The goal: to bring all bodywork professions to life in real time, showing that young people
can be just as successful in mechanics and bodywork as they are in painting or upholstery.
A special welcome for secondary school students
In partnership with the education authority, the Training Centre welcomes 13-15 year olds
thinking about career options. After presenting the trades and meeting with various training
organisations, they could visit the show to see the products exhibited on the stands.
A competition within the competition
In addition, Construction diploma and Bac Pro students could participate in the "Innovation
Competition" organised by the FFC and SOLUTRANS. Each group is responsible for doing a
"report" on companies who have entered the Innovation for Transport Solutions Awards.
They must have to study an application, get to know the company, inspect the innovation on
the stand, analyse it and highlight interesting points. This report takes the form of a
presentation to the Jury of the Prize for Innovation, presented by each of the student
groups.

A range of simulations to explore different careers
Students are welcomed by the leaders of the FFC training group, who present all their
bodywork trades with a course designed specifically for them: the lorry driving simulator on
the AFTRAL stand; the J5 from CFA Villeneuve, combining mechanical, bodywork and
upholstery skills plus a driving simulator; and the ‘Compagnons du Devoir’ stand with a
painting and welding simulator.

TRAINING NEWS
Education: at the heart of the FFC’s DNA
A professional body representing the whole industry, the French Federation of Bodywork,
Industry and Services remains a fundamental and historical player. This role was reinforced
in October 2013 when the Education Department was first set up. Its main mission:
promoting Bodywork trades, both in initial and continuing training.
In this context, one of its first actions, conducted alongside industry professionals, teachers
and school leaders, was the complete overhaul of the curriculum. To do this, the first
decision was to remove the professional Baccalaureat (Bac) in Body Repair/construction, no
longer suited to the complexity of these two specialties, and replace it with two separate
degrees: the Bac in Pro Repair and Bac in Pro Construction. Changes were also made to the
Repair CAP and Paint CAP qualifications, which were totally updated, while a CAP in
Construction was created and, in parallel, the BTS diploma in Bodywork Construction was
revamped.
As these many changes aim to modernise training in the sector, the Federation also wishes
to encourage professionals to work actively with institutions to make their trades better
understood.
In the same vein, the FFC also offers a wide range of solutions in the field of continuing
education. A privileged partner for companies, it works with the assistance of the GNFA for
technical training, or by itself for other aspects of the trade, such as administrative changes
in the industry. Assigning claim and pledge agreements, regulation, pre-qualified audit
operations, and UTAC I or II qualifications are all specialist topics brought to the attention of
professionals and taught by the FFC.
The AFTRAL, from the basics to long term study (CAP to Bac +6)
Born in 1989 from the merger between the Association for the Development of Vocational
Training in Transportation (AFT) and the Training Institute of Implantation and Handling
Techniques (IFTIM), AFTIFTIM became AFTRAL . A contraction of "Learning and Training in
Transport and Logistics", the agency is now refocusing on its original mission: organising
training.
Now, through its new website, the AFTRAL provides its members with a customer area
where all modules are grouped, allowing users to register for multiple sessions conducted in
France.
Furthermore, the organisation now covers all continuous and initial training for AFT-IFTIM. It
focuses on one hundred centres in France and abroad, among which are 44 apprenticeship

training centres (CFA), schools of higher education dedicated to the carriage of passengers
or transport logistics and the Institute of Logistics Management (IML). Driven by a thousand
trainers, these organisations support 180,000 professionals in continuing education annually
with access to 450 courses, and accompany 2,000 students in their initial training.
Often unaware and uninformed about the transportation sector, these young people benefit
from AFTRAL’s 150 different courses in a variety of areas ranging from human resources
management to maintenance, operating techniques or driving multiple types of vehicle
(HGV, LGV, site vehicles, handling). All courses range from the basic CAP level to Bac +6.

Focus on… the CFA and the school at Villeneuve-la-Garenne
In Villeneuve la Garenne, both the Education Centre (CFA) for Bodywork and the Lycée
Charles Petiet combine theory and practice to effectively train young people for careers in
the bodywork sector.
With the French Bodywork Federation, the CFA of Villeneuve-la-Garenne offers training from
CAP to Bac Pro level in body repair and maintenance of motor vehicles, while offering two
CAP qualifications in painting. Since September 2013, the training centre has also developed
the theory with modules and dedicated trainers.
As for the school, the curriculum extends from the CAP Bac Pro in logistics, maintenance of
vehicles and bodywork, to the Bac Pro in Bodywork Design and Construction and the BTS
diploma in Bodywork Conception and Creation.
As training is nothing without concrete projects, the management of the institution strives to
offer numerous projects, such as designing a horse-drawn carriage with wheelchair access
for the La Courneuve park, a suggestion from the General Council of Seine-Saint-Denis.
Diploma students worked towards this project called "Parity 2" to include a carriage on a
specific tailgate. The creation of a solution was then entrusted in part to the BTS students
and in part to the Bac Pro bodybuilders.
The training centre has also been very involved in the 4L Trophy for seven years, as a young
team, accompanied by trainers, deals with technical assistance during the race. Students
have also designed a trailer adapted to transport the materials. All accompanied by the
teachers, but also training that stands alone in its benefits. Beyond their educational value,
these initiatives also serve the cause of the establishment. The sector suffers from a lack of
interest from young people. And so, to revive or create vocations, schools and the CFA must
count once again on partnerships in order to remain visible among automotive
professionals, and the general public. The Charles Petiet school comes into colleges, to meet
with parents and students exploring career options, to really explain what jobs in the
bodywork and automotive industry involve. Remember that the sector still represents a
promising future, particularly in aftermarket roles, with bodywork and repair!
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SOLUTRANS - TURNING ITS ATTENTION TOWARDS E-MOBILITY
The urban landscape is changing and increasingly integrating the growing trend of electric
mobility. Indeed, given the current economic situation, the cost of fuel and climate issues,
travel patterns are changing and governments are beginning to support the development of
electric and hybrid vehicles.
The electric vehicle market is growing in Europe. Between January and May 2015,
registrations were up 52.5% compared to the same period in 2014, with 35,283 registrations
recorded1.
As a showcase for trends, SOLUTRANS 2015 (from 17 th to 21st November at LYON Eurexpo)
present a range of existing solutions from exhibitors like ECP, Gruau, Mercedes, Nissan …
ELECTROMOBILITY: A GROWING MARKET SUPPORTED BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

An ecosystem based on the use of electricity as the vehicle operating model, electromobility
contributes to better air quality, improves the energy efficiency of vehicles and reduces
dependence on other forms of energy. This ecosystem brings together manufacturers,
recharging devices and user services.
Showing strong global growth, particularly in the United States, the electromobility market
also shows a good level of growth in Europe, of around 60% annually since 2010 in France.
Today, the French fleet consists of between 55,000 and 60,000 electric vehicles.
Governments strongly support this market, especially in France and Germany, where
development plans have been rolled out with high ambitions:
- By 2020, France aspires for 24% of the French fleet to be comprised of hybrid and electric
vehicles, representing close to 550,000 units, of which 16% will be electric.
- Meanwhile, Germany aims to get 1 million electric cars on German roads by 2020.
SUPPORT TO ENCOURAGE THE GROWTH OF ELECTROMOBILITY
Electric vehicles still encounter many obstacles to reaching a mass market, such as lack of
autonomy, confidence in being able to recharge easily, plug compatibility, the number of
charging points and the cost to purchase.
Schemes are being implemented by governments to minimise these constraints and
promote the use of electric vehicles. In 2013, under the Future Investments Program,
operated by the ADEME, the state launched an aid scheme to provide financial support to
cities, agglomerations, municipal associations and French regions in order for them to deploy
a charging infrastructure. This project has already funded a dozen projects enabling over
5,000 charging points to be deployed across the country.
1

Avere France monthly monitoring (Association Nationale pour le Développement de la Mobilité Électrique)

TRANSPORT AND ELECTRIC MOBILITY: GROWING TECHNOLOGIES
The increased use of electric and hybrid vehicles is primarily thanks to commercial vehicles.
Indeed, one of the constraints of these technologies is autonomy. These types of vehicles
are mainly those used over short distances, for example, vans or utility vehicles, which are
used for the delivery of the last kilometre.
To cope with the constraints of autonomy and recharging related to the transition of diesel
and regular combustion power, solutions are being developed in different countries.
In Sweden, discussions are underway to equip trucks with a pantograph and enable electrical
traction, as used in the tram system.
Bombardier, as part of its PRIMOVE project, offers a wireless technology that allows electric
vehicles to be propelled contactlessly.
This is based on a high power inductive transfer energy transfer between components under
the floor and the receiver installed under the vehicles. Electric vehicles can be recharged
quickly, while in motion (dynamic charging) or stationary (static charging).
Some manufacturers are working on the development of fuel cell electric vehicles powered
by a hydrogen tank.
Finally, one of the last avenues supported by the PFA (Automotive & Mobility Industry) is
the self-driving or connected vehicle. This type of vehicle responds to four challenges:
security, public transport deficit in some areas, better traffic management and improved
accessibility for the elderly and disabled. A goal for the future is to get autonomous vehicles
for all to market by 2020!
ELECTROMOBILITY HONOURED AT SOLUTRANS
This round table is complemented by a demonstration of an electric bus equipped with a
single wheel drive system takes place in the demonstration area (behind Hall 4).
This bus (L 12 x W.2.55 x H 3.12 metres) by Ziehl Abegg highlights the advantages of
electromobility: silence, efficiency and respect for the environment.
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SOLUTRANS 2015
PEACE OF MIND WHEN PREPARING LCVS
FOR MORE COMFORT, SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY!
Trusty workhorses, light commercial vehicles are a major investment for small or medium
businesses. They can be easily enhanced by French manufacturer and bodybuilder expertise
which bring together and adapt vehicles to turn simple transportation tools into real mobile
production tools. Result: a significant increase in comfort, safety and productivity.
At SOLUTRANS (17th to 21st November, 2015 - Lyon Eurexpo), the various players in this
market exhibit various equipped vehicles demonstrating their expertise. In addition to
installations, exhibitors focus on materials that are lighter and stronger. And, for the first
time at the show, an LCV area emerge, bringing together manufacturers, bodybuilders,
equipment manufacturers, and also rental companies and financiers.

PREPARING LCVS: EXPERTISE "A LA FRANÇAISE !"
From runaround utility vans to 3-ton vans, light commercial vehicles are mainly used to carry
and/or deliver goods, or even to serve as a workplace. The businesses concerned are
multiple and have many different needs.
Specialising in vehicle development, especially light commercial vehicles, French equipment
manufacturers and bodybuilders have adapted the rear of the vehicle according to users’
specific wishes; be it a van, chassis-cab or cab floor.
This unique feature of the French market is accompanied by a high level of expertise which is
often exported abroad.
The different stakeholders work together to properly identify needs and design appropriate
solutions. The modifications undertaken have many advantages in terms of:
- Security: in the case of dry braking or frontal impact, objects are less likely to fall and
cause damage as they are stowed and secured.
- Financial gain: good vehicle adaptations reduce unnecessary trips caused by the lack of
preparation and storage. It is also a safe and effective way to keep tools and materials in
good condition.
- Ergonomics/reduction of risky tasks: it allows painful movements caused by frequent
loading and unloading to be reduced. Parts and most frequently used tools are placed in
the front in order to improve access.
Proper planning can also be one way of preventing overloading a vehicle. Every day, many
professionals carry a significant amount of unused materials. Proper installation requires
sorting and storing, effectively reducing the amount of unused daily hardware and
optimising the load. The vehicle thus turns into a production tool, generating savings.

SOLUTIONS TO OPTIMISE VEHICLES
LCVs are used in many industries such as food, health, construction, messaging, textiles...
Once the requirements are defined, it is important to properly plan the distribution of loads
in vehicles: the heavier elements are placed close to the floor while the lighter elements are
placed higher up.
To meet these requirements, different types of storage can be designed and installed, and
tools and accessories can be developed, such as:
- A toolbox for a landscaper ;
- Shelving for home delivery meals for seniors ;
- Rails and hooks to hang meat carcasses ;
- Mini workshops for cabinet makers including work surfaces and storage space for tools ;
- Compartments at different temperatures for pharmaceutical transport...
Some vehicles are even suitable for educational purposes, with reception areas, work or
demonstration areas, or specific openings.
Opening and closing systems can also be redesigned to facilitate deliveries and reduce noise.

INNOVATING ENTERPRISES
Many innovations will be on display at SOLUTRANS 2015 in terms of LCV amenities. For
example, get an exclusive look at these solutions:
 Professional vehicles:
- Gruau has an electric utility vehicle dedicated to food home delivery. Gruau R&D
officials monitored drivers/delivery personnel specialising in this area to better
anticipate their needs and offer solutions. From this research the HD Solution
evolved; a tri-temperature vehicle with a unique patented design. During deliveries, it
allows full boxes to be slid towards the driver to free up space in the front for storing
empty crates. This system reduces repetitive, tiring movements and optimises
delivery times while respecting the cold chain.
- Lamberet will exhibit its New Frigoline range of refrigerated boxes, which are used in
several professional contexts: urban distribution, catering, pallet racks and meat
transport. The latter transformation is the most specific, given meats unique
transport needs. The box is optimised to provide the best weight to strength ratio; a
mixed hanging system of rails and hooks, plus ergonomic rear access. This was at the
heart of Lamberet’s specifications, with the use of "easy-handle" handles that turn in
one movement, and "easy door-lock" patented rotating doorstops.
 Lighter materials for improved payload:
- Thanks to revolutionary technology - the composite panel - Soligth manufactures
load crates for LCVs. These panels allow an increase in the payload up to 1400 kg, a
reduction in consumption of up to 2 litres and very sound CO2 emissions. Finally, they
are 100 % recyclable.

At the heart of the LCV-CAPEB space at SOLUTRANS, the CAPEB1 and the CNATP2 welcome all
craftsmen at their booths, who will be offered a program of workshops on the following
themes :
- "Stowage and security";
- "More payload for better profitability".

About SOLUTRANS
An international exhibition for road and urban transport professionals, SOLUTRANS is the only event in France
bringing together all the players in the truck industry (manufacturers, vans, light commercial vehicles, trailers
and semi-trailers, builders, bodyworkers, suppliers, tyres...). Part of the FFC (French Bodywork Federation) and
organised by COMEXPOSIUM, SOLUTRANS is held under the patronage of the Department of Industry and
Growth.

Find out more at www.solutrans.eu
SOLUTRANS Press Office:
CLC Communications - Tel. 01 42 93 04 04
Jérôme Saczewski, Christelle Maupetit, Zineb Arhla
c.maupetit@clccom.com - z.arhla@clccom.com

1

CAPEB : Confédération de l'Artisanat et des Petites Entreprises du Bâtiment – The Federation of Small
Enterprise Construction Crasftsmen
2
CNATP : Syndicat National des Artisans des Travaux Publics et du Paysage- The National Union of Public Works
and Landscape Craftsmen

MARKET FIGURES
November 2015

MARKET PERSPECTIVES: BODYWORKERS AND BUILDERS
(Source: FFC - BIPE - September 2015)

1. PERSPECTIVES ON NEW VÉHICLES IN WESTERN EUROPE (UE-15 + SWITZERLAND & NORWAY)
Looking to 2016, the French body building industry will benefit from general export
opportunities for all types of vehicles and to all European countries. The German markets
are progressing at a slow pace while British, Spanish and Italian markets are in a phase of
dynamic recovery. In the short and medium term, European urban policies continue to
stimulate, through their access management measures, the increased use of vehicles that
emit less exhaust emissions than previous generations of engines, which will contribute to
fleet renewal.
Light Commercial Vehicle registrations (<5.1t)
The market slowed over the summer but still grew strongly (estimated at + 9 % over
8 months and 16 % in H1 2015 for the East European region). Growth is slowing in markets
that have already reached or exceeded their highest recorded levels for a few months
(Germany, UK, Austria...). Meanwhile, the markets that reached their lowest points in recent
years continue to recover (Spain, Italy, Ireland...).
Industrial Vehicle Registrations (>5t)
The market grew by 14 % over the first eight months of 2015 (> 3.5 tonnes) and by 22 % in
H1 for Eastern Europe. The trend is upwards from mid-2014, but the slope is becoming less
pronounced, mainly because of the stagnating German market, hampered by the lack of
growth in the carriers market. The markets in the UK, Spain and Italy still recorded very
strong growth, including carriers.
Fleets need to be renewed: one year after the Euro-VI legislation was introduced, buyers
have been able to test vehicle performance and are ready to renew a greater share of their
fleets. Carriers will benefit from a more favourable economic environment in 2016, with
growing construction activity set to accelerate moderately in Western Europe.
Trailer and semi-trailer registrations
The growth of the market over the first 8 months of 2015 is estimated at 15 % (across
Germany, France, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands). Trends are always different by country : a
moderate pace in Germany (+ 2 %) contrasts with very strong growth in Spain, Italy and the
Netherlands (+ 30 - 70 % on low volumes). The Polish market is again positive at + 9 %.

Change in registrations of new vehicles by zone in 2015 and 2016 (in thousands of units)
France

Western Europe *

Eastern Europe **

2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

LCV

372

355

300

1506

1575

1540

112

125

132

Tractors and trucks

38

41

44

232

259

275

45

51

54

Trailers and semi-trailers

19

21

22

125

135

137

43

46

47

* UE 15 + Switzerland/Norway, LCV <5t and Industrial vehicles (tractors and trucks)

>5t / ** 10 countries joining the EU

between 2004 and 2012, LCV <5,1t and industrial >5t
Source: BIPE September 2015

2. THE OUTLOOK FOR NEW VEHICLES IN FRANCE
For the French bodybuilding and bodywork industry, the volume opportunities in domestic
markets will be generally more favourable in 2016 than in 2015, where only trailers and
semi-trailers rose significantly.
Confidence is building in the vehicle buying sectors, which are looking better in mid-2015
than a year ago, indicating a more favourable investment environment, especially as margins
improve (averaged for all sectors), and favourable financing conditions (interest rates and
conditions for granting loans).
Light commercial registrations (<5.1t)
The market fell 0.3 % over the first eight months of 2015, slowed in its tracks by the collapse
of the corporate commercial segment (decline estimated at 20 %). The swing from "private
vehicles" towards corporate vehicles, initiated since 2009, has accelerated under the effect
of regulations that came into force in July. The virtual disappearance of the segment will
therefore greatly reduce the average level of the total LCV market. The chassis & van
segment confirmed its recovery (+ 4 % over 8 months). This trend is in line with model
projections that indicate a growth rate of 1 % on average this year and up 4 % in 2016. The
smaller van segment is beginning its recovery as expected. While it appears stable in the first
eight months, volumes appear to be trending upwards and the rate of growth will
moderately accelerate by the end of 2016.
France: forecast LCV registrations (thousands of units, <5.1t)

(Source : prévisions BIPE Septembre 2015)

Industrial vehicle registrations (>5t)
The market grew at a rate of 9 % over the first eight months of 2015, with growth driven by
tractors, as expected. Carriers are still in decline (- 2.8 % over 8 months), heralding a slightly
negative 2015 annual report. The outlook for carrier fleet renewal is better for 2016: it has
matured for two more years and the average vehicle age has reached new records for
15 years; secondly, the continued restructuring of mixed tonnage (all needs for intermediate
ranges, and increased light and heavy range needs) will be a supporting factor for renewal.
France: forecast industrial vehicle engine registrations (thousands of units >5t), exc "Euro-5 forecast"

(Source : BIPE forecast, September 2015)

Trailer and semi-trailer registrations
The market grew by 9 % over the first 8 months of 2015 and accelerated during the summer.
Recent developments are in line with the scenario of a resurgence this year, followed by an
increase in pace that will ease up in 2016.
France: forecast trailer and semi-trailer registrations (thousands of vehicles)

(Source: BIPE forecast, September 2015)

For bodywork manufacturers, high volume opportunities will be up for grabs in 2016 for all
bodywork types, provided that production capacities are well prepared so as not to risk
losing custom because of long delivery delays.
Registrations by bodywork ranges
"Dry cargo" registrations rose by 9 % in total over the first eight months of 2015; the trailer
and semi-trailer market was more dynamic than the carrier market (+ 10 % and + 2 %
respectively), confirming that buyers continue to acquire trailers and semi-trailers at the
same time as investing in a tractor.

The economic context will remain favourable; manufacturing production is being accelerated
(from flat in 2014 to a growth of 1 % in 2015 and 2 % in 2016), supported by strong domestic
demand (in H1, household consumption of manufactured goods rose 2.4 % and returned to
2011 levels) and by growing foreign trade (exports grew 6 % in H1, not just because of the
aviation sector, despite being a major contributor).
France: forecast dry cargo registrations (index base 100 in 2000)

(Source: BIPE forecast, September 2015)

Dumpster truck registrations were down 4 % over the first 8 months of 2015. LCV and trailer
and semi-trailer markets stayed at relatively better levels than the carrier market, for which
the summer marked a slight improvement (the decline is 9 % versus -3 % in LCVs and trailers
respectively).
From an end-market perspective, the context is favourable for the agricultural sector
(agricultural industry production tops out in mid-2014, with exports bouncing back sharply in
Q2) and for the waste and recycling sector, which transported greater tonnages (however,
some bodyworkers dedicated to waste can be grouped into the van sector).
In contrast, construction output is still in decline (- 3.5 % in H1) due to the fall in investment
by households and public administrations.
France: forecast dumpster registrations (index base 100 in 2000)

(Source: BIPE forecast September 2015)

Registrations of refrigerated vehicles increased by 20 % over the first eight months of 2015 :
carrier upgrading continues to catch up (+ 25 % by end-August), while trailers and semitrailers recorded a monthly performance equivalent to its historical highs (+ 11 % by
end-August) and even LCVs experienced unprecedented highs (+ 22 % by end-August). The
acceleration of the LCV market is partly explained by better identification of refrigerated
vehicles upon registration (before, isothermal bodies were listed as Vans).

France: forecast refrigerated vehicle registrations (index base 100 in 2000)

(Source: BIPE forecast September 2015

About SOLUTRANS
An international exhibition for road and urban transport professionals, SOLUTRANS is the only event in France
bringing together all the players in the truck industry (manufacturers, vans, light commercial vehicles, trailers
and semi-trailers, builders, bodyworkers, suppliers, tyres...). Part of the FFC (French Bodywork Federation) and
organised by COMEXPOSIUM, SOLUTRANS is held under the patronage of the Department of Industry and
Growth.

Read more at www.solutrans.eu
SOLUTRANS Press Office:
CLC Communications - Tel. 01 42 93 04 04
Jérôme Saczewski, Christelle Maupetit, Zineb Arhla
c.maupetit@clccom.com - z.arhla@clccom.com

EXHIBITION OVERVIEW
The exhibition

The International exhibition for road and urban transport professionals,
SOLUTRANS is the only event in France bringing together all the players
in the sector: manufacturers, industrial vehicles (trucks > 5 t), light
commercial and utility vehicles (<5.1t), trailers and semi-trailers,
bodybuilders, equipment suppliers, tyres..
Owned by the FFC (French Bodywork Federation), SOLUTRANS is
organised by COMEXPOSIUM, and is held under the patronage of the
Ministry of Economy.

Dates & schedule From the 17th to 21st November 2015 - from 9am to 6pm. Evening
opening on Thursday until 8pm
Location

Lyon Eurexpo - France

Frequency

Biennal

Area

75,000 m2

Exhibitors

900 exhibitors and brands are represented, 23% of whom are
international
Profiles: Bodybuilder manufacturers for commercial and industrial
vehicles (trucks>5 t) and light commercial and utility vehicles (<5.1 t) ;
semi-trailer and trailer manufacturers; manufacturers of commercial
vehicles (trucks>5 t) and light commercial vehicles (<5.1 t) ; equipment
suppliers for bodyworkers and vehicles; equipment manufacturers for
maintenance and repair; manufacturers of onboard equipment;
aftermarket networks ; IT, professional advice and services; vocational
training institutions and organisations.

Visitors

37,000 visitors expected, including 15% international visitors
Profiles: transport companies (goods and people); private or public fleet
managers (HGV and LCV); end users of transport vehicles; bodybuilders
and distribution networks.

Contacts

Patrick Cholton - President of the exhibition
Mario Fiems – Exhibition Director
Aurélie Jouve – Communications Director
Nathalie Bernot – Communications Manager

LE DOSSIER DE PRESSE DU SALON SOLUTRANS 2015

THE RHONE-ALPES REGION
A SPECIALIST EXHIBITION AT THE HEART OF A GROWING REGION
Located at the crossroads of a number of major European transport routes, the Rhône-Alpes
region boasts excellent transport links and sees major transport flows of goods on a daily
basis. Over the years, the area has become an important location for road freight transport
and logistics.
It represents:
- More than 5,0001 companies listed in the register of carriers, with a total of 57,000
employees
- 3372 transport equipment manufacturers employing 23,027 people.
The Rhône-Alpes region is now a key player in the growth of the truck industry. It hosts a
number of innovation networks :
 The Lyon Urban Truck and Bus 2015 competitive review. Created in 2005, the LUTB is the
only gathering in Europe that centres on key environmental, social and economic
challenges posed by the transport systems of people and goods in urban areas. The LUTB
division develops innovation strategies by bringing together industry players, research
and training while enhancing skills, knowledge and equipment sharing. Its main objective
is to improve the performance of local goods transport systems.
 The "Rhône-Alpes Automotive Cluster" group aims to make subcontractors in the
automotive sector more competitive. Founded in 2004 by the Rhône-Alpes region, the
group aims to bring together major players in the region’s automotive industry by
building a shared culture between Rhône-Alpes car companies. The Rhône-Alpes
Automotive Cluster is part of the RAAC-LUTB association that also manages the LUTB
group. It is also a channel for the Automotive Industry Platform (PFA) in the Rhône-Alpes
region.
The LUTB, Transpolis, INPI and BPI France are present at the "innovation players" stand, at
the entrance to SOLUTRANS.

SOLUTRANS Press Office:
CLC Communications - Tel. 01 42 93 04 04
Jérôme Saczewski, Christelle Maupetit, Zineb Arhla
c.maupetit@clccom.com - z.arhla@clccom.com

1

Road goods transport in Rhône-Alpes in 2013 – Regional Environment, Planning and Housing Department of
RHÔNE-ALPES
2
Rhône-Alpes key figures 2014/2015- Rhône-Alpes Chamber of Commerce and Industry

EXHIBITOR LIST BY COUNTRY*
*
Novembre 2015
BELGIUM
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

ALCOA WHEEL PRODUCTS EUROPE

3 J 101

THERMO KING

SERMAC-BONNEUX
DE BUF CONCRETE
TRANSPORTMIXERS BELGIUM
DONALDSON
NLMK Clabecq
STAS NV

3 E 147
3 E 147

TPE - "TRAILER PRODUCTS EUROPE"
TVH

5T
124,EXT3
002
5 S 117
2 D 079

VERSUS-OMEGA BVBA
WEWELER-COLAERT
Wolters Kluwer Transport Services

4 N 174
2 A 026
6 W 072

TEC CONCEPT

2 C 061
4 L 123
EXT2
004,5 S
090
2 C 026

Zenith Automotive

2 A 053

BULGARIA
Company

Stall

M+S HYDRAULIC

2 D 083

CZECHS REPUBLIC
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

CHARVÁT CTS

3 E 125

PARAGAN s.r.o.

3 E 154

DENMARK
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

CLAYTON POWER
HBN TEKNIK A/S

6 X 001
4 M 148

TRANSPORT-TEKNIK A/S - ERMAX

4 M 148

GERMANY
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

ADMM AUTOMOTIVE GmbH

3 E' 144

Kässbohrer Fahrzeugwerke GmbH

APS GERMANY - REMATRUCK
BÄR CARGOLIFT
BETTERFLOW truck and safe
BSW Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk
GmbH
DR THIEL FRANCE - DANEYROLLE

2 C 013
2 A 064
4 N 123
3 F 156

Kissling Elektrotechnik GmbH
KOEGEL TRAILER GMBH & CO. KG
Oberaigner Automotive
CHRIST

EXT2
003,4 N
178
2 C 066
4 L 162
4 N 098
3 F' 143

6 U 082

FONTAINE
GHH RAND
SCHRAUBENKOMPRESSOREN
GMBH

4 M 148
3 G 136

PROPLAST
FAHRZEUGBELEUCHTUNG
SCHEUERLE
SCHMITZ CARGOBULL

Gigant - Trenkamp & Gehle GmbH
GOFA Gocher Fahrzeugbau GmbH

4 K 133
4 N 196

HESTERBERG - HESTAL
IDEM
KAMAG

4 M 148
4 M 148
4 J 173

INDIA
Company

Stall

Mansons

2 B 080

ITALY
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

ANTEO
ASSALI STEFEN
AUTOCLIMA SPA
BOB SISTEMI IDRAULICI SPA
BRIANZA PLASTICA
CASAPPA SPA
CHIAVETTA Containers & Trailers
DAKEN SRL
DI NATALE BERTELLI
DRAGO TIPPER BODIES

3 E 101
3 J 091
2 B 070
5 S 131
4 N 133
2 D 069
4 N 162
4 K 091
2 D 083
3 D 108

ITALAUTO CAR
MARANGONI
Meroni Serrature
NORMEC SRL
OFOLUX
OMFB
PADOAN
PIUSI SPA
PM Group Spa
PRIS-MAG

FERRAIS SERBATOI - Pressure Air
Tanks
GENESIS
INDEL B SPA
INTAV S.R.L.

3 F 150

SHIP-CAR

5 S 138
3 G 143
2 A 003
3 F 148
2 C 022
2 D 083
3 F 154
6 W 077
5 T 137
4P
195,EXT2
2006
2 C 016

6 X 004
2 A 018
6 X 001

V.Orlandi
VESTA AUTOMATION SRL
WALVOIL SPA

5 R 118
2 D 083
2 D 069

SDG Modultechnik
SEKA NUTZFAHRZEUGE GMBH &
CO. KG
VENTECH Systems GMBH
WAP GmbH
WISTRA GMBH CARGO CONTROL

3 G 139
4 J 173
4M
162,EXT2
001,EXT2
002
5 R 118
4 N 195
2 A 101
5 R 118
2 B 063

LUXEMBOURG
Company

Stall

FAYMONVILLE

4 K 079

NETHERLANDS
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

Astrata Europe Telematics
Haco Tail LIft Parts
ROLAND INTERNATIONAL

6 X 041
2 B 091
3 G 159

VICTRON ENERGY
VSE

6 W 007
4 M 148

POLAND
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

3 F' 159

MARTEX SP. Z O.O.

2 A 031

FSX Europe - DPF Cleaning
Equipment
Horpol J.I.A.T. Horeczy Sp.J.

2 B 079

SWEDEN
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

Safety Seal Europe AB

2 A 048

SYSTEM EDSTRÖM

4 K 113

SWISS
Company

Stall

MERITOR AFTERMARKET
SWITZERLAND AG

TURKEY
Company

2 B 067

Stall

Company

Stall

AKYUZLER KAROSER EKIP. IML.
SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.
ELMACILAR OTOMOTIV

2 B 060

POLSER FIBERGLAS LEVHALARI PAZ.
TIC. LTD. STI.
POVERPLAST PLASTIK OTOMOTIV
DIS TIC. VE SAN. A.S.

2 A' 063

Pega Airsprings

2 B 080

Semlastik

2 B 080

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

MAG LUBE L.L.C.

3 F 153

UNITED MOTORS & HEAVY
EQUIPMENT CO. LL

3 F 129

UNITED KINGDOM
Company

Stall

Company

Stall

CHECKPOINT
MARKETBOOK
PRESTOLITE ELECTRIC LTD

6 V 078
2 C 012
3 F 140

SOUTHCO
Techni
U-POL Ltd

2 C 002
3 E 139
3 E' 163

3 F 143

2 B 077

USA
Company

Stall

Phillips Industries

5 S 117

* Note : this list does not include international companies exhibiting through their French
subsidiary

